ROSSLYN ACADEMY
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT SUPPLIES FOR 2022-2023 SCHOOL YEAR

Basic Supplies Needed:
___ “210 x 297” single ruled exercise notebooks
___Erasers
___Pens
___Markers (optional)
___Colored pencils
___2 Hole ruled pads
___File folders
___Pencils
___1 Pair of scissors
___Materials to cover all text books
SPECIFIC COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
Advanced Photography
● DSLR camera with at least a single kit lens (18-55mm or similar)
● Recommended also to have a Telephoto Zoom lens (55-200mm or similar), high-capacity USB
drive or portable HD, Polarizer filter, Neutral Density Graduated filters, Tripod.
AP Art History
● 200 large size index cards
● 2 spiral bound notebooks (standard size)
Art classes
• A4 Karatasi sketchbook (or equivalent)
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• Pencils
• Eraser
• Glue stick
AP English Literature
•
•
•

Two notebooks (one for reading, one for writing)
2-Ring Binder
Correcting Pens (red, green, or purple) Post-its, tabs, highlighters, etc.

Global Literature
•
•
•
•

Two notebooks (one for journal, one for reading)
2-Ring Binder
Dividers for binder
Correcting pens (red, green, or purple)

9th Grade English
• 2 packs 3x5 cards
• 1-2 packs notebook paper
• binder
• page dividers
• Physical planner- for assignments and keeping track of deadlines.
11th Grade English
• Notebook paper
• binder
• page dividers
12th Grade English
•
•
•

Notebook paper
Binder
Page dividers

AP Human Geography
• 2 ring binder
• Package of dividers for the binder (at least seven)
• Colored highlighters
• Writing paper (loose leaf) for the binder
• Colored pencils
• Note cards
• Optional but recommended: sticky notes
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AP U.S. History
• 2 ring binder
• Package of dividers for the binder (at least nine)
• Colored highlighters
• Writing paper (loose leaf) for the binder
• Note cards
• Optional but recommended: sticky notes
Biology
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

5 packs of flashcards in any size or color
2 packs of post-it notes
2 Hardcover notebooks. Or a Binder with dividers and lined notepaper
1 Hard plastic file (to store handouts)
2 drawing led pencils (or mechanical) for drawing diagrams
Colored pencils
1 large pencil case to keep in the classroom for flashcards (or 2 large ziplock bags)

International Cuisine Class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1 large blank "hardcover notebook" not lined or a hardcover blank scrapbooking book.
Mechanical led pencil
Decorative pens.
Glue stick or tape.
Cooking apron.
Old recipe magazines from around the world (these will be cut up and kept in class)
Scissors

Chemistry (Intro to Chem, Chemistry, and AP Chem)
● Scientific calculator
• Notebook of choice
• A 3-Ring binder with loose leaf paper and dividers.
• File folder
Physics / Conceptual Physics
• scientific calculator
• binder
French
● 1 A4 lined exercise book
● binder with 2 dividers
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● loose leaf paper
Kiswahili
● 1 A4 lined exercise book
Intro to Photography
● Digital Camera (digital SLR or Mirrorless camera). There are 4 cameras available for
rent at $40 each per semester on a first come first serve basis.

Physical Education
All HS PE students must purchase a Rosslyn PE kit (shorts -black with Rosslyn Eagle and
shirt Green with Rosslyn Eagle). The PTF Store in Rosslyn’s main office has PE uniforms.
You must have proper athletic shoes and socks. All students are required to change back
to their regular clothes following P.E. Class. The PE kits should be labeled clearly with a
student name.
Mathematics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notebook
Ruled paper
Geometry set (for Geometry class)
Graphing paper
Pencil and eraser
Ruler

Calculators for Math:
For Integrated Math, Algebra-1, and Geometry: A scientific (non-graphing) calculator is sufficient. These
can be found locally for about Ksh 1500/=
For Algebra-2 and above: Students are required to have a Texas Instruments TI 84+ (or better)
graphing calculator. This is the most commonly used calculator in North American schools, but is not
readily available locally. If at all possible, please try to acquire a calculator on your own. (You can
often find them at reduced prices in the “Back-to-School” sales at the end of July and beginning of
August.) If you do not have any way of obtaining a TI 84+ calculator, we have a limited number of
calculators available to rent.
Note: The Casio graphing calculators sold locally are not suitable for our courses.
Psychology
● Binder
● A4 ruled paper
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● Note cards
Religious Education
● Notebook
Spanish (all classes):
● Karatasi single line exercise book (or equivalent), at least 64 pages
● English-Spanish Dictionary (hard copy)
Social Studies
● Specify A-4 ruled paper/paper pads
● Pens –Blue or Black
World History
● Binder
● Notebook/or Notebook paper
● Pens/Pencils
● Colored Pencils/Markers
Personal Management
• Binder 1"
• Planner/Diary
• Note cards
High School Choir (Accepted by Audition)
• ALL - Small notebook, pencil
• Men – Black dress trousers, black long-sleeved dress shirt, black dress shoes, black
dress socks, silver necktie.
• Ladies – Black dress (in dress code), black skirt and top/dress, black dress shoes,
and silver accessories.
HS Band Concert Attire
• Men – Black trousers, black dress shoes, black socks, black shirt that buttons down
the front.
• Women – Black skirt that is below the knee when seated or black trousers. Black
dress shoes or pumps (not sandals), black or natural stockings, black shirt or
blouse with no extra coloring or designs. It is advisable when buying trousers and
skirts that there be enough hem material so that the hems can be lengthened as
the student grows.
• Binder with page protectors
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HS Dress Code, PE, Band, Choir and Banquet Attire
High School Dress Code Students at Rosslyn Academy are able to select clothing and
accessories that reflect their personal taste and style as long as it remains within the
school’s guidelines of modesty, cleanliness, safety, and sensitivity to Christian values.
Violations of dress code will be dealt with according to the specifications outlined below
for minor offenses.
Besides the guidelines that are listed below, the administration reserves the right to
determine as inappropriate for school any clothing or accessories that detract from the
educational process, purpose, and values of the school.
Modesty. Skirts should be within four fingers distance from the top of the knee. Unless a
jacket or sweater covers shoulders, shoulder straps should be at least four fingers wide.
Necklines should be within 4 finger widths of the base of the neck. Clothing should cover
midriffs, undergarments, and all cleavage. Excessively tight fitting, revealing, or seethrough clothing is not appropriate for school.
Cleanliness. Clothing is to be clean and in good repair. Rips and tears in clothing,
especially above the knee, may be considered inappropriate for school.
Safety. Footwear is required.
Sensitivity to Christian values. Clothing or accessories may not be worn that advertise or
promote products that are prohibited on campus. Clothing, which promotes individuals,
groups, or activities that are considered offensive, immoral, or illegal, may not be worn.
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